Abstract-LM (Levenberg-Marquardt) algorithm is an optimization algorithm for the overall situation which is appropriate for neural network training. It is assumed that standard BP neural network tends to reach the local minimum instead of the optimization of the whole, demand much more training resulting in the low learning efficiency and low rate of convergence. At the same time, it seems easily to forget former sample. To solve the above disadvantages, this paper intends to form prediction model of stock price based on LM-BP neural network to forecast stock price, as well as compared with the prediction result carried out by standard BP neural network. At the end, this paper achieves the satisfactory result.
BP neural network is the most typical algorithm in neural network. BP neural network is a multilayer feedforward neural network. If activation function is S and output quantity is continuous variable from 0 to 1, BP network could realize random non-linear mapping from input to output. The basic principle of standard BP learning algorithm adapts least square method, applying gradient search to make sum of error-square between actual output quantity and expected output quantity possibly reaching minimum. BP neural network is a process to correct weight coefficient as well as to spread error backward. Actually this process involves basically to spreading orientation, forward and backward. The first one is forward-propagating. Sample enters through the input layer, refined by hidden units step-by-step and then reaches output layer. Output of neuron in each individual could simply influence its down neuron gradually and at last reaches output layer. If there is error between network output value and expected value, it will go to the opposite process. The second one is backward propagating. Error signal turns to backward propagating from the original orientation, following negative gradient of error function to correct weight coefficient of each layer gradually to have the minimum error function. Here we may conclude that BP algorithm is a searching algorithm based on gradient. Its prominent superiority includes the three layer feedforward neural network of non-linear transfer function which makes it possible to approach any non-liner function at any accuracy. However, it is widely recognized that BP has some intrinsic fault. It is assumed that standard BP neural network tends to reach the local minimum instead of the optimization on the whole, appears to need much more training resulting in the low learning efficiency and low rate of convergence, at the same time, it seems easily to forget former sample. To solve the above disadvantages, this paper intends to form prediction model of stock price based on LM-BP neural network to forecast stock price, as well as compares with the prediction result carried out by standard BP neural network, hopefully at the end, to reach the satisfactory result.
II. PREDICTION METHOD OF STOCK PRICE BASED ON LM-BP NEURAL NETWORK
A. LM algorithm LM algorithm is an optimization algorithm for the overall situation which can be applied to neural network training appropriately. Standard BP neural network calculates each sample both forward and backward oriented to get modified value related to weight vector W which then would be modified. On the contrary, LM uses all the samples to get modified value of W, and then to modify W. One of the basic LM algorithms is Gauss Newton algorithm. LM algorithm is the up-grated algorithm.
B. LM-BP network algorithm
When structure of network is fixed and then chooses well the excitation function of the hidden neuron, the basic element of non-linear formula 
III. CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

A. Choose sample and set parameter
a. Choose sample of neural network This paper utilizes time series of price and volume in Shanghai composite index ranging from 9th July 2012 to 24th September 2012. Data have been reformed to get 56 Phase point on the price index to do the rolling forecast. As BP neural network requires normalization, sample data is ( . Sample data is transferred into the range of （-1, +1）based on the formula. The output data have been restored to get actual value.
b. Set parameter Parameter setting of LM-BP: considering stability of prediction, this paper utilizes fixed weight and threshold values. Weight value from input layer to hidden layer is 0.5, 0.75 as weight value from hidden layer to output layer. Threshold values are 0.5 and 0 for hidden layer and output layer respectively. Range of hidden layer node is [3, 13] . Reforming embedding dimension 26 is recognized as input dimension for LM-BP. This paper sets hidden node as 5 based on optimal hidden node algorithm. So the topology structure of 3 layer LM-BP neural network is 26-5-1.
Parameter setting of BP: training function utilizes gradient descent method with momentum. Learning function utilizes gradient descent function (Learndm). Learning efficiency is 0.4. Transfer function is utilized between input layer to hidden layer is logarithmic function, linear function between hidden layer and output layer. Regarding to optimal algorithm of hidden node, this paper sets hidden node as 11. So topology structure of this 3 layer BP neural network is 26-11-1.
B. Analysis
Utilize Matlab to programme to get LM-BP algorithm on PC Pentium4/CPU3.0GHz/RAM1.0G. To test the efficacy of this algorithm, LM-BP and BP models are utilized to predict Shanghai composite index respectively and then compared with the actual index later.
Evaluating indicator: evaluation of the prediction result uses the following indicator: normalized mean square error 1 v , mean absolute difference 2 v , and directional consistency index 3 v . The first and second measure deviation between prediction value and actual value, the less they are, the more accuracy the prediction result is.
While, the third one could measure ratio of prediction, the bigger it is, the better it is.
Algorithm can be seen as follow: As can be seen clearly from table 1, LM-BP presents superiority on both number of iteration and time of convergence and its prominent accuracy. ace them on the first page of your paper or as a footnote.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes prediction model of stock price on chaotic time series of multiple variable based on LM-BP neural network. This model utilizes reformed multiple variables -embedding dimension 26 of, the time series of financial composite index as input dimension for LM-BP. The hidden node is set as 5 according to formula, output as the price of Shanghai Composite Index, and namely dimension 1. So network stability is 26-5-1. The experimental analysis firmly suggested that LM-BP is superior to BP neural network on accuracy and stability on prediction of Shanghai Composite index.
It is not necessary for LM-BP algorithm to hypothesize complicated, non-linear and instable financial system. LM-BP algorithm utilizes directly price of Shanghai Composite Index and reformed output and input data to simulate. LM-BP algorithm proposes new approach to study prediction issues of non-linear chaotic financial system. We could therefore conclude that it has theoretical and engineering application values.
